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Last Week’s Trade Ideas 

The market continues to chop, but VIX is starting to act as if the bottom (at the 200 Day Moving Average 

in S&P’s) is expected to hold.  If so, a rally back like the one we have seen today can start to move the 

market back to differentiating and stock picking.  Friday, just about everything got sold, making it 

difficult to separate individual names from the bigger index.  If the VIX continues to fall, I will expect ICJ 

to fall as well, and this will be the key for new Breakout Bulletin ideas that generate incredible leverage. 

The following trades were highlighted during the week as trades I was looking at for entries, holding, or 

considering exits: 

 

AAOI – March 8th, 2018; VRX – March 13th, 2018; URI – March 13th, 2018 

AAOI, VRX, and URI expired on Friday. 

HBI – February 14th, 2018 

The market sell-off means HBI is unlikely to pay off.  I will re-visit if the market recovers. 

DO – February 22nd and March 21st, 2018 

DO is some of the cheapest Vega in the energy space and the stock is testing recent highs (made last 

week).  With oil firm today, I’ll continue to let this work, but will be keenly aware of the fact that these 

calls have just 2 weeks left until expiration. 

Date Stock Trade Idea Highlighted Entry Price Exit Day Exit Price Current Price % Return

3/8/2018 AAOI 4/6 $31 Call $0.68 4/6/2018 $0.00 (100%)

3/13/2018 VRX 4/6 $17 Call $0.36 4/6/2018 $0.00 (100%)

3/13/2018 URI 4/6 $195 Call $2.55 4/6/2018 $0.00 (100%)

2/14/2018 HBI 4/20 $22 Call $0.25 $0.05 (80%)

2/22/2018 DO 4/20 $17.5 Call $0.31 $0.14 (55%)

2/27/2018 FITB 4/20 $36 Call $0.32 $0.03 (91%)

3/15/2018 THC 4/20 $27 Call $0.50 $0.15 (70%)

3/20/2018 WTW 4/13 $72.5 Call $1.35 $0.00 (100%)

3/20/2018 MOMO 4/20 $41 Call $0.93 $0.50 (46%)

3/21/2018 DO 4/20 $17.5 Call $0.18 $0.14 (22%)

3/22/2018 WEN 4/20 $18 Call $0.29 $0.15 (48%)

3/23/2018 DISH 4/13 $36 Put $0.75 $0.10 (87%)

3/27/2018 FOSL 4/20 $14.5 Call $0.35 $0.80 129%

3/29/2018 NRG 4/20 $32 Call $0.40 $0.20 (50%)

4/3/2018 TLRD 5/18 $29 Call $0.75 $1.25 67%

4/5/2018 TEVA 4/20 $18 Call $0.27 $0.22 (19%)

4/5/2018 AEO 5/4 $22 Call $0.39 $0.50 28%
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FITB – February 27th, 2018 

The market sell-off means FITB is unlikely to pay off.  I will re-visit if the market recovers. 

THC – March 15th, 2018 

THC has been a victim of the market chop.  I will re-visit into a larger rally if sufficient premium recovers. 

WTW – March 20th, 2018 

The market sell-off means WTW is unlikely to pay off.  I will re-visit if the market recovers. 

MOMO – March 20th, 2018 

MOMO is holding up fairly well in the face of the fact that it is a Chinese company.  I’ll re-evaluate on a 

re-test of $39. 

WEN – March 22nd, 2018 

Similar to other names, I will re-visit WEN into a bounce. 

DISH – March 23rd, 2018 

DISH options expire on Friday, and they are now a tail risk play – if the market crashes, they may work, 

but otherwise, they will likely go out worthless. 

FOSL – March 27th, 2018 

FOSL continues to show strength along with cheap IV.  I will be looking to roll this position this week if it 

stays strong or exit if it shows signs of topping out. 

NRG – March 29th, 2018 

NRG is pressing toward the upper end of the range – I have no problem holding with IV cheap and a 

break out potential very near by. 

TLRD – April 3rd, 2018 

TLRD has been trending higher in spite of the market action.  There is a small pullback today that may be 

showing the end of the trend.  I’ll re-evaluate depending on price action in the coming days. 

TEVA – April 5th, 2018 

TEVA is testing last week’s high and still looks like a strong short-squeeze candidate with IV cheap. 

AEO – April 5th, 2018 

AEO is making a new high today.  I am happy to hold as this stock continues to perform very well.  
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This Week’s Watch List 

These are some of the Trade Ideas that will be on my Watch List to start the week.  If/when the 

Breakout Level is breached, I will look into the term structure and skew for more precise option entry.  

As it stands, the technical and option setups look favorable to possibly trigger a trade idea. 

LULU 

LULU has performed very well since earnings and is barely getting any pull backs in spite of the market 

chop.  My Breakout Level will be the April 5th high of $91.44: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

As long as IV is under 30%, I like executing the break out trade via 30-Delta call options with about 3 

weeks to expiration: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 
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PBYI 

PBYI has been trending lower, finding consistent resistance at the 50-Day Moving Average.  However, 

bio-techs on the whole are getting money flow today, and if that continues, this could become a short-

squeeze candidate.  My Breakout Level will be the 50-Day Moving Average at $68.52 while my 

Breakdown Level will be the April 6th low at $61.60: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

IV under 70% is very cheap historically, so I like this for 30-Delta options if one of my levels is breached 

and IV comes off a little bit more: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 
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ROKU 

ROKU has been trending down for a few weeks after having a very hot post-IPO run.  The selling appears 

to have stopped, and I am looking at a Breakout Level at the April 5th high of $33.05.  My Breakdown 

Level is a new low below the April 4th low of $29.00: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

Implied Volatility is up a little bit today, but if it fades back below 60% and the stock breaches one my 

levels, I’ll look at this trade with 30-Delta options: 

 

Screenshots from LiveVol  
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SIG 

SIG had weak earnings and has been trending lower until the last week.  This may be the beginning of a 

short-squeeze or the formation of a bear flag.  My Breakout Level will be the March 29th high at $38.95 

while my Breakdown Level will be the April 5th low at $36.64: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

Implied Volatilty under 45% is very cheap historically, and so I’ll look at 30-Delta options on a breach of 

one of my levels: 

 

Screenshots from LiveVol  
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URBN 

URBN is one of the strongest names in the market and made a new 52-week high today.  My Breakout 

Level will be a new high above today’s high of $39.15: 

 

Screenshot from LiveVol 

IV under 38% is very cheap historically, so if I can buy 30-Delta calls on a break out, this will set up well 

for me: 

 

Screenshots from LiveVol  
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All Services and Content Are Provided for Educational and Information Purposes 
Only and Are Not Intended as Legal or Financial Advice. 

The information and content provided in or through these Services is for educational and informational 

purposes only.  By accessing and/or using the Services you acknowledge that the Services are not 

intended to be a substitute for legal, investment, or financial advice that can be provided by an attorney, 

accountant, and/or financial advisor. You further acknowledge that you should not rely solely on the 

Services in making any investment or financial decision, and should always check with your financial 

advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any investment.   

All information provided in or through these Services is strictly informational and is not to be construed 

as advocating, promoting or advertising registered or unregistered investments of any kind whatsoever. 

The information is provided “as-is” and is not guaranteed to be correct, complete, or current.  Option Pit 

and Trade Academy do not guarantee that you will attain a particular result, outcome, or earnings, and 

you accept and understand that each individual’s results will vary and depend on numerous factors.  

Option Pit and Trade Academy are not investment advisors and are not registered with the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”). 

Further, owners, employees, agents or representatives of Option Pit and Trade Academy are not acting 

as investment advisors and might not be registered with the SEC or FINRA. 


